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The Eigenvalue Moment Method (EMM) is a general procedure
for generating converging lower and upper bounds to the low lying
bound state energies of Schrddinger Hamiltonians.^"^ It is a nonper-
turbative theory which utilizes fundamental theorems in mathemat¬
ics (moment problems),^’® mathematical physics (positivity proper¬
ties of physical bound states),® and operations research (optimization
methods such as hnear programming).’^ Its intrinsic Fourier space
representation structure defines a systematic multi-scale approach
suitable for solving strongly coupled singular perturbation type sys¬
tems. Unlike some bounding methods which require semi-bounded
Hamiltonians or identification of a positive definite decomposition
{H = Hq -\-V where V is positive definite)®"’^® the EMM approach
is independent of such preconditions. AH of these properties suggest
that EMM may offer an important alternative to other methods for
yielding precise eigenergies through converging bounds.
Many one and two dimensional problems have been solved us-
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ing EMM theory, including the well known quadratic Zeeman ef¬
fect for superstrong magnetic fields.^ Its extension to larger systems
such as the spinless Coulombic three body problem with J = 0 (a
three dimensional system), for approximate/exact co-equal masses
(i.e. requires the development of effective vaxiational algo¬
rithms such as the one proposed here.
The original linear programming (LP) based algorithmic im¬
plementation of the EMM method, with its profusion of cutting
vectors^'^ may impose severe computer memory allocation demands
for tackling three (and higher) dimensional systems. As such, the
present work is one of several dedicated to identifying alternative
variational formulations with minimal memory allocation demands.
The objective is solely to understand the mathematical aspects of
these formulations.
A previous variational formulation^^ implemented a gradient
technique for locating the maximum of a certain convex function (the
Volcano Function). This approach is superior to the LP based EMM
implementation in that no cutting vectors are required. However, the
generation of all the eigenvalues of the underlying Hankel-Hadamard
(HH) moment matrices may make it too inefficient for large prob-
2
lems. An alternate approach pursued here, inspired by the work of
Handy^^, is to use an LU decomposition method combined with a
gradient ansatz. Unlike the theory expounded by Handy^^ in which
convexity played a global underlying role, the present method also
makes use of convexity, but in a more restricted manner. I present
this alternate LU-EMM gradient method in the context of three one
dimensional problems: the octic, sextic, and quartic anharmonic os¬
cillators. The more difficult case, the octic, is presented first in order
to define the underlying theory. The sextic results are presented in
the Tables with minimal analysis. The quaxtic anharmonic problem
affords some interesting pedagogic graphical illustrations highlight¬
ing the essentials of the theory.
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CHAPTER II.
LU-GRADIENT APPROACH FOR THE
EIGENVALUE MOMENT METHOD
A. Overview
The eigenenergy bounding method to be presented here consists
of three parts, each developed separately below. They are combined
in the last Section E. For the sake of clarity, we briefly outline the
essentials of the entire procedure.
Limiting ourselves to the bosonic groimd state energy, for sim¬
plicity, we work within a {missing) moment representation space, U,
seeking to establish the existence or nonexistence of certain open
convex sets, , parameterized by the energy variable, E, and the
order of the calculation, N, as explained in Section B. For a given
iV, the E values corresponding to existing sets, define an open
interval {E'^,E'^) whose endpoints become lower and upper bounds
to the groimd state energy, EJf < Eground < to order N. As the
order of the calculation increases, the bounds become tighter (since
the allowed, physically possible, energy intervals are nested within
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one another, {E^,E^) D
In order to determine the existence or non-existence of it
suffices to study a recursively generated finite sequence of functions,
Dj[E, ~u\^ for 2i-\-j < N , where i > 0, j = 0 or 1, and ~u ^U. The
subset if it exists, is the set on which all of these functions are
positive, D\[E^~u] > 0. Since D one can define an induc¬
tive, iterative, strategy to facilitate determining whether exists
or not. Specifically, if one assumes the existence then it can
be shown that the function Fn[E, iT] = ^ even)
or Fn[E,~u] = D^j^_^y2[E,'u] (if N is odd) must exist (be finite)
and be convex on the set The signature of the maximum
of Fn[E^~u], restricted to the open convex set , determines
the existence or non-existence of . More precisely, existence or
non-existence of depends on the identification of a positive or
nonpositive maximum for Max_^ respectively. If
does not exist, then for the associated energy parameter value
we have E ^ [E^^E]^). The identification of the maximum
value is done through a gradient iteration ansatz (limited to the
set): = ~ui -f si'^Fn[E,~u i], initiated by locating a
point within U^~^. The inductive nature of the entire procedure
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makes the identification of a proper initial point trivial, as explained
in the subsequent discussions. One potentially complicating feature
is the fact that the Dj [E, iT] functions can become singular on the
boundary of . To avoid this, the gradient search is regulated
by systematically working within the convex subsets defined
by Dl[E,lt] > 6, for 2i + j < N. The regulator is then set to
zero, d —► 0. In practice, the numerical results reported here did not
require introduction of this regulating parameter.
Assuming that a positive point (not necessarily a maximum,
since Fn[E, iT] is convex) has been identified , Ff\f[E, u^] > 0, ~Up €
then it must lie within by definition. The entire process
can be repeated for determining the existence of That is,
a gradient ansatz can be implemented by starting at the point ~Up
with respects to the function 1?]. Of course, if the gradient
iterate generates a nonpositive maximum, then does not exist.
Several additional features of the Dl [E, if] functions facilitate
the entire gradient approach outlined above. Firstly, these func¬
tions are the diagonal elements obtained through a standard LU de¬
composition of the underlying Hankel matrices associated with the
EMM theory.^^ Through the alternate LU formulation developed by
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Handy^^, it can be shown that the Fn[E, ~u \ function is convex (as
previously indicated) when restricted to the subset; therefore,
no multi-maxima problems arise in implementing the gradient search
since one is optimizing a convex function over a convex set. Sec¬
ondly, through this alternate LU formulation, one can algebraically
determine the necessary gradient vector VF]s[ [£7, ~u /] (no numerical
differencing required). Thirdly, because of the iterative LU struc¬
ture by which the Dl [E, 1l \ functions are obtained, this approach is
numerically faster than that developed previously with respects to a
global gradient optimization of the Volcano Function?-^'^^ I precede
with the details of the method as presented in the context of the
octic anharmonic oscillator problem presented below.
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B. Moment Representation Prerequisites For
The Octic Anharmonic Oscillator
The general LU-gradient formalism is presented through a spe¬
cific example. Consider the octic anharmonic oscillator problem cor¬
responding to
dx^
-1- [mx^ -|- pa;®]’^(x) = E^{x) (2.1)
For simplicity, all of the discussion is limited to the ground state en¬
ergy. Let us define Hamburger moments by /i(p) = dxxP^{x).
Upon multiplying both sides of Eq.(2.1) by x^ and integrating by
parts, there results the moment equation:
fi(p-\-8)=g ^l-mfi{p-^2) + Efi(p)-\-p(p-l)fi{p-2)], (2.2)
for p > 0.
The ground state wavefunction must be symmetric. This allows
us to simplify the previous equation and work with the even order
Hamburger moments: p(2p) = u{p), where the latter are Stieltjes
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moments, u{p) — dy (i-6- y = a^^). Accordingly, the
corresponding Stieltjes moment equation is
u(p + 4) = g~^[—mu{p + 1) + Eu{p) + 2p(2p — l)u(p — 1)] (2.3)
for p > 0. The energy, E, appears as a variable parameter.
The Stieltjes moment equation corresponds to a linear finite dif¬
ference equation of effective degree four. Thus, upon initializing the
moments {u(0),u(l),u(2),u(3)} one may generate all of the remain¬
ing moments. The initialization moments are referred to as missing
moments. The linear dependence of the moments on the missing




where the energy dependent coefficients ME{p,i) are numeri¬
cally or algebraically obtainable and satisfy the initialization condi¬
tions for 0 < i,j < 3.
The homogeneous character of the moment equation requires
the imposition of an additional normalization condition. One choice
is
3
u{i) — 1. (2-5)
t=0
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Upon solving for u(0), reexpress the linear dependence of the mo¬
ments upon the unconstrained missing moments by
3
t=0
where tt(0) = 1, and u{i) = u{i) for i = 1,2,3. The associated
coeflScients satisfy M£;(p,0) = Me{p,0) and M£;(p,*) = M£;(p,i) —
M£;(p,0),for i = 1,2,3.
Quantization of the ground state energy procedes by making
use of the property that the bosonic ground state wavefunction must
be positive, ^groundi^) > 0;^ thereby enabling the imposition of the
Hankel Hadamard moment determinant constraints as required by
the Stieltjes moment problem theorem:^’®
Am,nM > 0, for m = 0,1 and n > 0 ; (2.7a)
where
and the Hankel matrix, , elements are defined by




The positivity of the ground state wavefunction imposes the
positivity constraint on the u(0) Stieltjes moment: u(0) = 1 —
> 0, or < 1. However, this is one of the con¬
straints ensuing from the Hankel-Hadamard determinantal inequal¬
ities, Ao,o[^(0)] > 0, and as such need not be repeated.
The normalization condition, ~ imposes the con¬
straints u(z) < 1 for i = 0,1, 2,3; however, the first of these, u(0) < 1,
is automatically satisfied by the positivity condition u(i) > 0, for i =
1, 2, 3. As such, the unit cube in the unconstrained missing moment
space, = [0,1]^, will always be our starting polytope.
It is important to note that the relevant theorems require strict
inequalities unless the grotmd state wavefunction is a finite superpo¬
sition of Dirac measures.
Combining Stieltjes moment equation linear relation, Eq.(2.6),
with the preceding determinant constraints yields the symbolic rela¬
tion
Am,n[^,^l),^i(2),u(3)l > 0, (2.8)
for m = 0,1 and 0 < 2n 4- m < iV, N > 0. Note that the pa¬
rameter N corresponds to the maximum moment order used (i.e.
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)• Quantization is achieved by determining the E val¬
ues, for a given order, iV, having missing moment solution sets,
C [0,1]^, to Eq.(2.8). Denote this set of admissable E values
by Sn- Then E]^ = and E'^ = Sup{Sn} define lower and
upper bounds, respectively, to the true ground state energy (to order
N): E'^ < Eground < AU of our numerical experience suggests
that Sn corresponds to an open interval; however, this remains to be
proven. A quasi-temporal formulation has been developed that sug¬
gests the validity of this.^® It has also been argued that as N —* co,
the lower and upper eigenenergy bounds must converge to the phys¬
ical ground state value.^ Practically, the above is implemented
by taking an arbitrary and sufficiently large energy interval [Ea,Eb]
and partitioning it appropriately (starting at a small calculation or¬
der, iV « 2). At each partition point energy value, the existence or
nonexistence of the missing moment solution set is determined.
The partition points admitting a missing moment solution are iden¬
tified. Denote them by The energy partition points closest to,
but not lying in, define lower and upper bounds to the physical
ground state energy: E^~ < Eground < The entire procedure
is repeated with respects to the updated interval [E^~ ,E'^'^] and at
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the calculation order iV + 1 until the desired bounding accuracy is
attained.
Clearly, the preceding discussion is predicated on defining effec¬
tive algorithms for determining the existence or nonexistence of the
missing moment solution set . It has been proved that if such
a set exists then it must be convex.^’^ The Hankel-Hadamard de¬
terminant inequality constraints are nonlinear and difficult to solve.
Fortunately, through an appropriate linearization of them, one can
implement a linear programming based cutting procedure which ef¬
fectively cuts up the starting polytope into either a much smaller
polytope, T D , or the null set (i.e. completely cutting up the unit
cube so that nothing remains). The latter case affirms the nonexis¬
tence of . The former case confirms the existence of U^, since
one can show that the largest inscribed sphere within T must have
an origin located within
The LP based cutting method can place large memory allocation
demands since all of the cutting vectors (defining T) need to be
stored. For this reason, variational methods are to be preferred.
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C. The LU-Gradient Approach
From Eq.(2.7) one recognizes that the solution sets are
associated with positive Hankel Hadamard determinants. As such,
one may always perform an LU decomposition, transforming the
symmetric Hankel matrices into:
M^'^[u] = C^'^[u]V^'^[u]{C^^^[u])\ (2.9a)
where £ is a lower triangular matrix (with unit entries along the diag¬
onal), and is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal matrices (for
m = 0 and m = 1) have diagonal entries which are n-independent:
V^'^[u] =
fV^[u] 0 0
0 V^[u] 0 (2.96)
\ 0 0 0 V^[u\
The Hankel-Hadamaxd determinants are then given by the prod¬
ucts of these diagonal entries, i)e<(P”'’”[u]) = • ^kom
Eq.(2.8) it is clear that I can work directly with these diagonal func¬
tions and use them to constrain the moments. Accordingly, let
denote the nth diagonal entry for the corresponding m = 0,1 case,
then Eq.(2.8) can be replaced with:
(2.10)
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(1? = (i£(l),ii(2),u(3))) for m — 0,1 and 0 < 2n + m < N,
N > 0. As defined previously, is the missing moment solution
set to tliese inequalities for moments of order no greater than N. For
a given set of values {E, I systematically determine the signa¬
ture properties of the sequence
where m[iV’], n[N] are the unique nonnegative inte¬
gers satifying N = 2Ti[iV] -f Tn[iV’] (i.e. n[iV’] = JV/2, m[N] =
0, if N is even; n[N] = [N — l)/2, m[N] = 1, if iV is odd ).
Assuming that all of the above functions are positive at the
point ~u G , then one can show (as verified in subsection D) that
the next two functions in the sequence, and
ist (are finite), although not necessarily positive. The subset of
on which > 0, defines the open convex set
whereas the subset of on which > Oj defines
In order to determine the existence (or nonexistence) of these
subsets, a gradient method is used to determine the maximum of
'D^^^^^^[E,ljL] over the set . If this maximum is positive or
nonpositive, then does or does not exist, respectively. In the
former case, I precede to determine, in a similar manner, the exis¬
tence or nonexistence of by examining the signature property
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of l?]’s maximum over the set . Of course, all of
this is done up to some maximum N value, N < Nmax- In
order to implement a gradient ansatz it must be initialized at some
point. Recall that it is always constrained to the initial polytope
C^. The diagonal functions Vq[E^~u] = u{0) = 1 —
~u] = u(l) are linear expressions in the missing moments, and
therefore are everywhere finite. The existence of and can
readily be established because an appropriate starting point is given
by ~u = (p, p, p), where 0 < p < 1 and 0 < 1 — 3p < 1. Note that
the corresponding diagonal functions are positive at such a point;
thereby establishing the existence of both sets in question. Accord¬
ingly, one now procedes to establish the existence or nonexistence
of by implementing a gradient iteration optimization with re¬
spects to Vi[E^ 1?] over the set U\. Of course, the starting iteration
point is (p, p, p), as defined above. Implement a gradient itera¬
tion = lii-\-si^Vi[E,lii], in order to determine Pj[£7, l?]’s
maximum over the set U^. If the maximum is nonpositive, then
the associated E value is unphysical, and precede to the next E-
partition point value. If the maximum is positive (or as soon as a
gradient iterate point satisfies Vi[E,ui\ > 0), then the associated
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point, ~Up must lie in W|;, thereby establishing the existence of the
set. One then continues by examining the signature of V\[E^ ^p]* If
this is nonpositive, then another gradient iteration ansatz, restricted
to is performed in order to determine the signature of the func¬
tion at its maximum (and procede to assess, as before, the existence
or nonexistence of 11%). If V\[E^ iTp] > 0, then W|. exists, because
the point ~Up lies in it. Then procede to determine the existence of
by examining the signature property of The pro¬
cedure continues until the maximum order, Nmaxi is reached or a
set is shown not to exist, for some N < Nmax- As pre¬
viously noted, the diagonal LU functions enjoy special properties
(verified in subsection D) that facilitate the implementation of the
above. Firstly, these functions are locally convex with respects to
their missing moment dependence. Specifically, if exists, then
is a convex function over the set. Secondly, the gra¬
dient vector V uT^^[E,~u] is generated through the LU-procedure.
The former property is important because a convex function has a
unique maximum and no multi-maxima problems can arise.
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D. Generalized Orthogonal Vectors
A convenient alternate formulation^^ to the standard LU ma¬
trix decomposition of a symmetric (D-fl) x (D-fl) matrix, Ai (with
matrix element indices initialized at 0), is to consider generating a
complete set of generalized orthogonal vectors corresponding to:
(V^lMlV^} = Vi (2.11a)
for 0 < i,j < -D, where the vector components satisfy
V,- = 1 and = 0, for fc = z -|- 1, * + 2,D. (2.116)
It is shown in Ref.13 that the vectors in question can be generated
according to the recursion relation:
' [ E [E - (2-12)
j=/8+l i=0
for = Z — 1,Z — 2,...,0. Observe that once the vector is generated,
one can then calculate Vi as given from Eq.(2.11a) or, equivalently,
Vi — ^ reemphasize one immediate but important
point: so long as Vi ^ 0, foi 0 < I < L, then Vl+i exists.
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Prom Ref.l3 the determinaiit is given by Det{M.) =
Cleaxly, a zero determinant is associated with one of the Vi becoming
zero. This in turn limits the generation of the V vectors. Specifically,
if Vk=o,...,i-i 0 I can only generate the vector set {V*|0 < i < 1}.
Two immediately relevant properties follow from Eq.(2.11b). If
the set of vectors {V*|0 < i < 1} exists, then any vector A with
components Ak = 0, for k > I, can be written as ^ CjV*.
Furthermore, ii Ai = 1, then ci = 1.
Derivative Formula for Vi[~u]
Let us now assume a ~u dependence for the symmetric matrix
M. of the form {Ht = (ui, ...,u^)) M.[u \ = Mq + where
A
_
the M matrix coefficients axe u-independent. Let us define
= {V‘’[V]|M[V]|V*[V]). (2.13)
So long as D*.=o,...,/-i[ ^ ] 7^ 0, then all of these functions, as well as
Vi, are differentiable. The derivative for each of these functions is
given by
= {V’’[Vl|M,|V'‘[lf]),for j > 1. (2.14)
The proof is immediate. AH that is needed is to prove that
19
(2.15)
THs follows from the fact that is completely spanned by the
vector set {V*|0 < i < k — 1} and each of these in turn is orthogonal




since V*[^] = 0, for all j and components i > k. However, from
Eq.(2.11) : (V*[lf]|A^[l?]lV*’[ir]) = 0, for i = 0,..., A; — 1. Eq.(2.15)
then follows, and in turn Eq.(2.14) is obtained.
Proof of Restricted Convexity Property for Vi[lut]
Assume that all {Pfe[ir]|0 < fc < /} is restricted to a region, U,
in which each of the functions is positive and differentiable. Then
each of these, as weU as is a convex function on U. To prove
this, it suffices to show that within the neighborhood of an arbitrary
point £ U, the tangent plane for Vklli] (at 1^) is greater than




Prom Eq.(2.13) and the assumed functional form Af [if] = Mq+
Yli=:i L.H.S. of Eq.(2.17) is equal to (V^[lf]lJW[lf]|V*'[lf]);
so Eq.(2.17) becomes
{V*’[lf]|Af[lf]|V*'[V]) > {V^ilfjlAfilfllV^ilf]) . (2.18)
To prove Eq.(2.18) take note of the fact that each of the vectors




for fixed if and arbitrary if. That is, at each if G W it can be
defined a new decomposition with respects to the generalized or¬
thogonal vectors for the point if. In particular, because Vj^[lf] = 1
and V*>*,[lf] = 0, as well as Vjt[lf] = 1 and Vf>j,[lf] = 0, it then





(v*[V]|At[V]|v‘[vi) = i>,[vi+^(c.nv])"i>avi. (2.21)
i=0
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The summation over i = 0, — 1 is positive (even for the
case fc = Z + 1) since I have assumed to be working in a region U
within which the functions {I)k[~u]\l < k <1} are all positive. Thus
Eq.(2.17) is valid, and the functions < fc < Z + 1} axe all
convex.
An important result due to the convexity property of the di¬
agonal functions (and manifested by the plots corresponding to the
quartic anharmonic oscillator case) is that if any of them becomes
singular (from within U) as it approaches a boundary point ofU along
a straight line (i.e. \Vk{~u)\ oo as ~u ~u p ^ Boundary{7Z})
then it must do so negatively, Vki^u ~u ^) = —oo. This is so
because a one dimensional, differentiable, convex function cannot
approach a positive infinite value at a finite point in its domain.
Clearly, the preceding results apply with respects to the respec¬
tive sets of diagonal functions corresponding to each of the two types
of Hankelmatrices considered: •••} — }•
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E. Implementation Of LU-Gradient Ansatz
All of the preceding developments can be combined into an ef¬
fective LU-gradient technique for identifying the existence or non¬
existence of the convex missing moment solution sets, . From
Eqs. (2,7c) and (2.6) the functional form for m = 0,1
(where 1? = (u(l),u(2),u(3)), the unconstrained missing moment
vector for the octic anharmonic oscillator) are given by:
Vl[E, It] = u(0) = 1 - u(l) - u(2) - u(3) (2.22a)
and
Vl[E,lt] = u{l) . (2.226)
For a given E value, it must be determined a point ~Up satisfying
~Up G and V^[E^ lip] > 0 for m = 0, 1 . In particular, I can
take itp = (/?,/>, p) satisfying 0 < 1 — 3/9 < 1 and 0 < /) < 1. More
specifically, we take p = ^. The generic structure of the ensuing
gradient ansatz is described in subsection C. The concern here is to
clarify some technical issues pertaining to how this is done, since
one is actually implementing a constrained gradient optimization
procedure within the set in order to determine the maximum
23
for the function 1?]; thereby establishing the existence
or nonexistence of the set .
One important concern in implementing a gradient optimization
ansatz is avoiding hitting the boundary of U^. The U.^ sets are
—N
open and convex. Let the closure of these sets be denoted by U^.
On the boundary of these closed sets, some of the functions
may become zero, which in turn will make some of the other
functions become singular (as evident from the recursive structure
of Eq.(2.12)). Consequently, a gradient optimization strategy must
be implemented within a smaller set (eventually letting ^ > 0)
defined by
^E\8 = \~u £ Cp, V^[E^ ~u] > delta j < 2n + m < iV’2.23)
Proof of Convex Property for the Sets
The U^.g sets are convex. The proof is immediate. Take it G
U^.g. Let <i<DN = n[iV]} and <
i < Dn-i = n[N — 1]} be the set of generalized orthogonal vectors
with respects to the Hankelmatrices ^’”[^’”[■^1 and
respectively. This is necessary since the definition of U^.g implicitly
involves these two distinct sets of diagonal functions for each of the
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corresponding Hankel matrices. In tlie ensuing discussion, the no¬
tation {n,m, £)} refers to {n[iV’],77i[iV’],i)[iV]} or {n[iV — —
l],£>[iV-l]}.
Let V = denote an arbitrary vector (which
is ~u independent) satisfying the (‘normalization’) condition that one
of its components is equal to one (V*. = 1 for some < D) while
the higher order components are zero, Vj = 0 for i* < j < D. It
then follows that Cj,[iT] = 1, Cj^i^[li] = 0, and (V|A^’”’’'[ir]|V) =
•]Vr[E, V] ^ S* Conversely, any u that satishes
(V|Ai’”’”[li^]lV) > S, for any ‘normalized’ (in the above sense) vector
V must lie in (since if V is V”*’* one then has 1^] > 5).
Since \ is linearly dependent on the missing moments,
the inequalities (V|Af’”’”[l?]lV) —
bitrary V, define an infinite family of linear inequalities on the miss¬
ing moments. The solution set to any set of lineax inequalities is a
convex set. This proves that U^.g is convex.
Given above (and taking 6 « min {Vl[E,li ,]}
SO that our starting iterate satisfies ~u p G C one can now
generate a sequence of gradient iterates ( u i = u p) defined by:
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(2.24)u j+i — u j [-E'j u j] i
where Sj is the dynamical step size insuring that j^i] >
Vi[E, ~u j] . One generates these iterates until ^Vi[E, = 0
is attained, or the boundary of is reached. If the former is sat¬
isfied (to some specified accuracy) then the corresponding maximum
point for function, restricted to u\;.g have been determined. If
the maximum value does not excede 6, then U^.g does not exist (and
one would ultimately have to check this nonexistence systematically
for 6 0).
In the latter case, let u denote the gradient iterate point lying
on the boundary of u\;.g. If this point is not "Pi’s maximum on the
1
set U^-g (as determined through a procedure described below), then
find another point in -h Au (a small displacement),
from which to resume generating gradient iterates. I want
VPj[E, iTjJ • (1?^ - iTjJ > 0 (2.25a)
as well as
~u E. UE.g .
26
(2.255)
The second requirement above must be specified carefully. First,
the boundary of consists of parts of the boundary of the cube
[0,1]^ and the planes tt(0) = S = 1 — it(l) — u(2) — u(3), and u(l) = 6.
Let the inward normal unit vectors to the sides (faces) of the [0,1]^
cube be denoted by ei (for 1 = 1, 2, 6). If the point lies
within the unit cube’s boundary, it could he within one of the six
faces, and/or one of the twelve edges, and/or one of the eight corners.
Let j^], for i = 1, 2, ..., 6, denote those inward normal vectors
(if any) for the respective [0,1]^ faces containing
In addition, ~u might also he on one or both of the boundary
planes 'u(O) = ^ = 1 — u{l) — u{2) — u(3), and 1^(1) = 6. The
gradient, normal vector, to these surfaces axe given by VVq[E,
and WVq[E,~u j^], respectively (assuming that ~u hes in either or
both of these boundaries).
The if* constraints outhned above can now be made more spe¬
cific. It is required that
VVi[E, lij^] • ( > 0 , (2.26a)
for the function being optimized, as weU as
• (^* - > 0, (2.266)
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for all the normal vectors corresponding to the boundaries in which
Itj^ lies (i.e. Q =
If there is a ~u^ solution set to these inequalities, then for a suffi¬
ciently small — displacement, the associated point will lie
inside U\< as well as define a point from which to resume the gradient
iteration optimization, since iT*] > V\[E^~Uj^]. The above
inequality relations can be solved through linear programming/
K there is no 1?* solution set, then 1?^,, is the maximum point.
The generalization of the above is immediate. Assume that
exists and the gradient iterate point u lies on the boundary of
Uf;. Then the corresponding point, u * must satisfy:
> 0 (2-27a)
and
Gi • — ^jfc) > 0, (2.276)
for all the normal vectors corresponding to the boundaries in which
Vj, Ues (i.e. g = V,
~^jhh These inequalities can be solved by
linear programming. Any satisfying these conditions will define
28
a new point from which to resume the generation of gradient iterates
(and the subsequent repetition of all the above until the maximum
point is reached).
The application of the above gradient procedure was done with
respects to the octic anharmonic oscillator. The ground state energy
results are given in Table I and reproduce the same bounds obtained
through the traditional, linear programming based, EMM procedure,
as it should. An example of the greater numerical superiority of this
LP-gradient approach with respects to the gradient EMM approach
ofHandy, is that the cited octic bounds in Table I attain higher order
than that quoted in Ref.l2. The LU-EMM gradient method was also
applied to the sextic anharmonic oscillator (i.e. replace px® term in
Eq.(2.1) by gx^). The results also duplicated the bounds generated
by the traditional EMM approach. These are cited in Table II.
29





























































THE QUARTIC ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR
The quaxtic anhaxmonic oscillator is defined by the equation
(pin
~~d^ + + gx^]^(x) = E^(x) .
The corresponding Stieltjes moment equation for symmetric states
is given by
u{jp + 2) = g~^[-u{jp + 1) + Eu{p) + 2p(2p - l)u(p - 1)] , (3.2)
for p > 0. This corresponds to a \-missing moment problem since
upon imposing the normalization u(0) + «(!) = 1 (or u(0) = 1 —
u(l)), only one initialization moment variable, u(l), is required. The
implementation of the LU-Gradient technique for this case yields the
ground state energy bounds quoted in Table III. These results also
concurwith the hnear programming based EMM approach. Figures 1
and 2 illustrate the first few diagonal functions {Vq^Vq,V\^V\^ etc.},
for the energy value E = 1 as well as the physical ground state energy,
Eground = 1.39235164153 (rounded off to 1.392352). In both cases.
34
note that the convexity properties discussed in the preceding sections
are satisfied. That is, for fixed m and given n*, the function is
convex within the common interval, on which all the lower
order diagonal functions (n < n* — 1) are positive. In Fig. 1, the
last convex functions plotted are V2 and Vl which are both globally
negative, and therefore confirm the unphysical nature of the value
E = 1. Convexity disappears when the relevant 2^ intervals do not
exist, as reflected by the non-convex nature of P® (for jF = 1) based
on the globally negative character of V2.
For the (more physical) case E = 1.392352, observe that the
functions depicted have positive regions and remain convex over
the appropriate intervals.
A final observation consistent with the locally convex nature of
the P^s is the singular behavior Lim„j_,n^PJJ'[ui] —00, when the
singular boundary point, up, is approached from within the corre¬
sponding ^2n+m-i Recall that ( the intersection of all the
intervals for m -1- 2n < N) is the convex set on which all the
relevant diagonal functions are positive, = {V'!^[u\ > 0|2n-fm <
N and n > 0,7n = 0 or 1}. Therefore, on the set the function
P^^[u] can have arbitrary signature.
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Figure I: LU-Diagonal Functions for Quartic Anharmonic Oscillator,
E = 1.000000.
LU-Diagonal DoO(ui) for x2 + x4 Potential; E = 1.000000
LU-Diagonal DqKui) for x2 + x4 Potential;
E = 1.000000, Do 1 (.00000) = 0
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Figure 1 (Continued)
LU-Diagonal DiO(ui) for x2 + Potential;
E = 1.000000, Di0(.38197) = 0
LU-Diagonal DiKui) for x2 -t- x4 Potential;
E = 1.000000, DU(.23241) = 0
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Figure 1 (Continued)
LU-Diagonal DiO(ui) for x2 + x4 Potential;
E = 1.000000
LU-Diagonal D^Kui) for x2 + x^* Potential;
E = 1.000000. D2i(.23570) = 0; D2K-33535) = 0
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Figure I (Continued)
LU-Diagonal D30(ui) for x2 + x4 Potential;
E = 1.000000
LU-Diagonal D3i(u]) for x2 -i- x4 Potential;
E = 1.000000
Figure 2: LU-Diagonal Functions for Quartic Anharmonic Oscillator,
E = 1.392352.
« n - ■ I
LU-Diagonal Do^fui) for x2 -f- Potential; E = 1.392352
LU-Diagonai DoKui) for x2 -t- x4 Potential;




LU-Diagonal DiO(ui) for x2 + Potential;
E = 1.392352, Di0(.43869) = 0
LU-Diagonal Dii(ui) for x~ + x^ Potential;
E = 1.392352. Dii(.32331) = 0
Figure 2 (Continued)
50.0
LU-Diagonal D20(ui) for x2 + Potential;
E = 1.392352, D20(.08354) = 0; D20(.37442) = 0
LU-Diagonal D2KU1) for x2 + Potential;
E = 1.392352, D2i(.34072) = 0; D2i(.38035) = 0
Figure 2 (Coniinued)
LU-Diagonal D30(ui) for x2 + Potential;
E = 1.392352
LU-Diagonal D3i(ui) for x2 + x^ Potential;
E = 1.392352, D3I(.34682) = 0; D3i(.35789) = 0
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Figure 2 (Continued)
LU-Diagonal D30(ui) for x2 + Potential;
E = 1.392352, D30(.35482) = 0; D30(.37423) = 0
LU-Diagonal D3i(ui) for x2 + x*^ Potential;
E = 1.392352, D3i(.34682) = 0; D3i(.35789) = 0
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Figure 2 (Continued)
LU-Diagonal D40(ui) for x2 + x4 Potential;
E = 1.392352, D40(.35714) = 0; D40(.36124) = 0
LU-Diagonal D40(ui) for x2 + x'^ Potential;




I have shown that a gradient optimization procedure based upon
an LU - formulation of the Eigenvalue Moment Method is an effective
variational technique for calculating converging eigenenergy bounds
for bosonic ground states.
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